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Benefits
• Faster time to market by modeling one
time and deploying to multiple hybrid
environments
• Up to 60 percent time savings by
eliminating maintenance of application
code on proprietary cloud APIs
• Freedom and flexibility to deploy
applications in multiple environments

Organizations today are focused on a single idea: digital transformation. And it can’t happen fast
enough. The shift to digital business is pushing organizations in every industry to change. The way
they deliver services, the way they develop applications, the way they interact with internal and
external customers—all are being transformed.
Every IT organization is also faced with rapid and far-reaching changes. In traditional IT
environments, applications and users were supported within a safe and controlled on-premise
data center. Now IT needs to operate and support users, applications, and workloads across
hybrid cloud environments with various levels of capabilities.

• Optimized workload placement
and cost efficiency with real-time
benchmarking of applications

Every application development team is now writing applications differently. Modern applications
are less monolithic and data center dependent. They are enabled for mobility and hyperscale in
architecture. Monolithic code structures are being replaced with highly distributed microservices.

• Lower cost of entry with single- or
multiple-year subscription-based
pricing

Every aspect of business is changing. And this change has added complexity, making provisioning
of required resources as well as accelerating products to market more difficult. Your business
needs a new approach to service delivery: one designed to increase the productivity of all teams
and get products to market more quickly.

“Cisco ONE Enterprise
Cloud Suite is changing
the way that our
customers view us. Large
telecom operators are
usually slow to change,
but with Cisco we can
be highly responsive and
offer flexible services for
competitive prices.”

Transform Your Business

— Amer Zec

Lead Engineer, BH Telecom
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This new service delivery approach is known as IT as a service (ITaas). At the center of this approach
is automation. ITaaS allows IT professionals to define, offer, and deliver services based on business
requirements, not technology silos. IT teams can move with greater speed and consistency.
Application teams can code in any environment. And your business remains secure and protected.
Cisco ONE™ Enterprise Cloud Suite lets your organization experience ITaaS, not for a single platform,
but across multiple data center and cloud platforms. When combined with your standard processes,
the Cisco® solution allows services to be consumed and managed from a self-service portal.
Infrastructure is delivered consistently within minutes. Developers can code in the environment of
their choice. And your business remains in compliance with government regulations.
This solution is composed of four packages, allowing a tailored approach to your automation
journey. When used individually, the packages help you address immediate business needs, such
as increasing data center productivity or deploying applications to multiple data center, private, or
public environments. When used in combination, the packages offer your business the benefits of
an all-inclusive hybrid cloud. The suite offers the following packages:
• Infrastructure Automation and Infrastructure
as a Service (IaaS)
• Cloud Management

• IT Service Management (ITSM)
• Big Data Automation
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“Cisco CloudCenter
provides global
enterprises the ability
to deploy TeamForge in
virtually any commercial
cloud of their choosing,
help streamline application
delivery processes across
disparate teams and
methodologies and scale
to tens of thousands of
users and thousands of
projects.”
— Bill Portelli

Cloud Management
Adoption of hybrid clouds is growing as organizations realize that no single cloud vendor can
meet all their needs. The Cisco ONE Enterprise Cloud Suite Cloud Management package
supplies the tools you need to deploy, provision, and manage applications in 20 hybrid cloud
environments. It optimizes security, increases application performance, and preserves application
portability.
The powerhouse of this package is patented technology that combines cloud-independent
profiles with cloud-specific orchestration. There are two components: Cloud Manager and Cloud
Orchestrator (Figure 1).
Figure 1. Architecture of the Cloud Management Package in Enterprise Cloud Suite
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	Co-Founder and CEO, CollabNet

The easy-to-use designer allows IT and application teams to model applications and deploy
across 20 different data center, private and public cloud environments. Each application profile
contains:
• Application topology and dependencies
• Infrastructure resource and cloud service requirements
• Description of binaries, scripts, and optional data
• Orchestration instructions for deploying, configuring, and securing services
• Run-time policies to provide managerial guidelines
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After a profile is deployed, it is sent to the cloud-specific orchestrator, which
contains cloud-specific APIs for the desired target cloud. The orchestrator
then translates the profile to directly call the target cloud’s APIs and
dynamically create virtual infrastructure and networking. Your application
teams can focus on new development rather than on time-consuming
updating and maintenance of cloud-specific deployment scripts.
Have you ever wondered whether there is a lower-cost alternative to
your current cloud platform? The built-in benchmark tool compares
user-defined platforms, monitors the performance, and delivers a
graphical price-to-performance report (Figure 2). This analysis is not a
simulation but a natively deployed application instance on each selected
platform. Each platform is performance tested with a ready-to-use
default test script or one that you provide. The output of benchmarking
is application-specific guidance that can help you achieve significant
savings on your monthly cloud bill.
Figure 2. Benchmark Report Showing Price-to-Performance Ratio for Selected
Cloud Platforms

Why Cisco?
Look at any technical blog, industry webinar, or conference agenda.
Organizations are focused on the idea of business transformation in
response to rapid change. Business issues are complex, and every
business is different. Few vendors are qualified to accelerate the
transformation from traditional IT silos to the new world of hybrid cloud
automation. But Cisco is. Years of managing data and accelerating
business have taught us exactly what’s needed to bring automated
speed and agility to your business.

Now Is the Time to Begin
The market waits for no one. With changes abounding in your
organization, now is the time to begin your transformation journey.
Cisco ONE Enterprise Cloud Suite offers a modular approach that lets
you start at your point of greatest need. The Cisco ONE Enterprise
Cloud Suite Cloud Management package automates application design
and deployment, delivering significant time and cost savings to your
business.

What’s Next?
Contact your Cisco sales representative or reseller partner for a
demonstration, and learn more about Cisco ONE Enterprise Cloud Suite
Cloud Management.
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